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Watcher Kristina Wright Hent PDF Five gloriously intimate stories about voluptuously curvaceous and sexily
full-figured women, who know how to enjoy life to the full!The Watcher by Kristina WrightSometimes a

Peeping Tom can be the person over the road, rather than someone lurking in the bushes, and it takes a little
while for the curvaceous Maisy to realise that the object of his interest isn't her roommates Sara and Karen.

Armed with that knowledge she decides it's time to take things into her own hands, with surprising
results.Clara's Cakes by Izzy FrenchLittle girls are made of sugar and spice, which is why Clara is so good at
cooking up little treats for the local cafes and tea shops. Yet when one of the motorcycle couriers admits to
being a baker as well, Clara discovers that two many cooks in the kitchen can actually be a very good

thing.Private Dancer by Carole ArcherJames is the perfect husband. Even though the corporate hospitality
means having to accompany clients and work colleagues to a local lap-dancing club, which is something he
really doesn't want to do. Allison is the perfect wife, and she knows it always takes two to tango.Love at First

Light by Harriet HamblinCassie isn't the sort of woman who believes in aromatherapy and the ability of
smells to change her mood, or her life. But when she steps into the candle shop and accepts the proprietor's
recommendation, she finds things are not always as simple as they seem.Princess Beatrice by Sadie WolfA

birthday wish is something you can hold dear, but usually kept a secret. For Beatrice, a change in life brought
her happiness, or so she thought. But when she summons up her courage and decides to gamble her happiness
on a birthday wish, even she isn't sure of the outcome.These stories have also been published in Ultimate

Curves ISBN 9781906373788
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